Canadian Deafblind Association – BC Chapter
Extended Intervention Program
April – May 31, 2020

Objective: To use the activity packages for children and youth with deafblindness to engage in at
home. The Intervenors are to take each themed package (submitted weekly) and to modify or
adapt it to the abilities of the child/youth they are working with. The activity is to be broken down
into appropriate steps for the child/youth with strategies, including supplies needed and
communication tools (signs, object cues, picture cues, etc.), that will be presented to the parent.
The Intervenor may either support the child in performing the activities in person or virtually.
Each category will include stories, songs, crafts, games, life skills and activities that take into
account several aspects: the child’s abilities, the child’s deafblindness, the child’s communication
system, supplies easily obtained from within the home, potential life skills to be learned and who
will be supporting the child (Intervenor, parent, sibling, etc.).
The weekly categories are as follows:
• Fine Motor Skills
• Sensory Skills
• Life Skills
• Movement/Gross Motor Skills
• Social Emotional Skills
The Intervenor will support the child/youth and their family as best as they can either with direct
Intervention or using email, phone, and video-conferencing (Facetime, Zoom, What’s App, etc.).
Each child receives 20 hours of support, which may be divided as is best for the child, the family
and the Intervenor. The program must end May 31, 2020, as per direction from MCFD. These
hours are to include any preparation time for the activities, as well as any communication time
(email, video-conferencing, etc.) with the child and their family.
Many thanks to our team of Intervenors and Deafblind Specialists who dedicated their time to put this
program together:
Linda Mamer
Jean MacDonald
Bonnie Middlemiss
Dawn Turnbull

Cecilia Burgell
Paul Michaud
Joleen Turgeon
Tracey Vath

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you need further information.
HAVE FUN!
Sincerely,
Theresa Tancock
Family Services Coordinator, CDBA-BC
Assisting All Persons Who Are Deafblind to Achieve, With Intervention, the Best Quality of Life
th
Canadian Deafblind Association – BC Chapter 227 – 6 Street, New Westminster, BC V3L 3A5
P: (604) 528-6170 F: (604) 528-6174
theresa@cdbabc.ca
www.cdbabc.ca

MOVEMENT/GROSS MOTOR Activity Package

SONGS
HEAD, SHOULDERS, KNEES, AND TOES
(With ASL signs, Actions and Storybook)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_yGO3LIxg8

(With Actions)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZanHgPprl-0
WALKING WALKING HOP HOP HOP SONG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6cJB7k6eEk
BABY SHARK
(ACTION SONG THAT MENTIONS DIFFERENT MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=30&v=XqZsoesa55w&feature=emb_logo
DANCE ALONG I LOVE FAMILY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aj5u6K
CLAP YOUR HANDS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3c8fzbsfOE
FREEZE DANCE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UcZWXvgMZE
ANIMALS IN ACTION: MOVEMENT SONG FOR KIDS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CT86Dl442jA
EXERCISE, RHYME AND FREEZE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSPmGPIyykU
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STORIES
Intervenor can use screen-share with student, put youtube video on mute, and use the pause button to
read at their own pace.

GIRAFFES CAN’T DANCE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4UNRduYI_04
RICK HANSEN: THE BOY WHO LOVED TO MOVE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4RuVRNXdQU
THE CLUMSY PENGUIN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifMu92AZKSo
RACHEL’S DAY IN THE GARDEN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OP35lIWpm4w
YOGA FOR KIDS: THE SUN SALUTATION
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIGRZS-YMWo

GAMES
Create a Sensory Sidewalk
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Body Boogie:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZeM18fPbvI

Simple Exercises
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_-AUD0DT30

Jailhouse Rock Dancercise
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JbxDwaGwi2Q

Star Toss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4AfT0OGB8Y

Animal Walks:
This is a great game that lets them use their imaginations to become any animal they like. Just call out the
name of an animal and have each child pretend to walk like that animal. Maybe they’re a bear walking
through the forest, a crab walking on the sand, a snake slithering along the desert floor, a frog jumping
from lily pad to lily pad! Wild, right?

Egg and Spoon Race:
Can Be Played: Indoors or outdoors
Supplies: Spoons (one per player), eggs (real or plastic, one per team)
For this one, you'll need two teams. Each player gets a spoon and an egg (hardboiled or plastic).
Each team must carry their egg on their spoon from the starting line to a turnaround point and back again.
Then, the egg is passed off to a teammate who takes their turn.
If the egg is dropped, the player must stop and retrieve it. The first team to complete the relay wins.
Variations: If you're willing to make a little mess, use a raw egg. In this version, kids will have to try to
keep the egg from breaking or cracking for the duration of the relay. If you have bigger teams (and a full
carton of eggs to spare) you can also play a version where each team is allowed one or two replacement
eggs.
If you want to use the plastic variety, change the game up by skipping the spoon and having kids run the
relay with an armful of colorful, non-messy eggs.
Don't have any eggs on hand? Use coins (one per player, though you may want a few spares) instead. In
this take, you can place a small coin on the spoon and have kids try to keep it from falling as they race.
Whether you use eggs or coins, try increasing the challenge by adding obstacles to navigate through or
require players to skip instead of walk.
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Bowling:
Set up your bowling “lane” with some painter’s tape and use plastic bottles or cups for pins. Use any type
of ball to bowl, attempting to knock down as many pins as possible. Keep track of the score, or simply aim
to knock them all down in one turn. Create a plastic cup pyramid to up the fun-factor even more.

Wheelbarrow Puzzle Walk:
Take your average Wheelbarrow race to the next level by having your child complete a puzzle in this
brilliant idea from Stir The Wonder. Set-up a wooden puzzle board and scatter the pieces around a room.
Grab your child’s ankles (or hips to make it a bit easier for little ones) and hold them up so they can walk
on their hands to collect them. They have to bring each piece back 1-by-1 and fit it into the board until the
puzzle is complete. (editor’s note: this is one of my kids’ favorites and is great for upper body
strengthening!)

Basketball:
Grab some laundry baskets or beach buckets and place them on the floor, stairs or hang from a door
handle or hook. Make-shift your own balls with a wad of newspaper, bean bags, soft toys or rolled-up
socks.
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